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1. INTRODUCTION

1. The 8pe~i~1 Committee on the Charter of the United Nations and on the
Strenqtheninq of the Role of the Organization was convened in a~cordance with
General AABembly resolution 41/83 of 3 December 1986 and met at United Nations
Headquarters from 9 to 27 February 1987. 1/

2. In accocdance with Ger.eral Assembly resolutions 3349 (XXIX) of
17 December 1974 and 3499 (XXX) of 15 Decemher 1975, the Special Committee was
composed of the following member States, Algeria, Arqentina, Barbados, Belgium,
Brazil, China, Colombia, Congo, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Ecuador, Egypt,
El Salvador, Finland, France, German Democratic Repuhlic, Germany, Federal Republic
of, Ghana, Greece, Guyana, India, Indonesia, Iran (Islamin Republic of), Iraq,
Italy, Japan, Kenya, Liberia, Mexico, Nepal, New Zealand, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Philippines, Poland, Romania, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey, Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kinqdom of Gr~at Britain and Northern
Ireland, United States of America, Venezuela, YU4~slavia and Zambia.

3. The session was opened by Mr. Carl-Auqust ~leischhauer,

Under-Secretary-General, the Legal Counsel, who represented the Secretary-General
and made an introductory statement.

4. Mr. Georgiy F. Kalinkir., Director of the Codificati~n Division of the Office
of Legal Affairs, acted as Secretary of the Special Committee and of its Working
Group. Ms. Jacqueline Dauchy, Deputy Director for Research and Studie~

(Codification Division, Office of Leqal Affairs), acted aR Deputv Secretary of the
Special Committee and of the Working GrouPJ Mr. Larry D. Johnson, Senior Legal
Officer, and Ms. Mahnoush Arsaniani, Mr. Manuel Rama-Montaldo an,1
Mr. Igor G. Fominov, Legal Officers (Codification Divioion, Ofctce ,)f Leqal
Affairs), acted as assistant secretaries of the Special Committee and its Working
Group.

5. At its l05th and 106th meetings, on 9 Febrn~ry 1987, the Special Committee,
hearinq in mind the terms of the agreement r~~ardinq the election of officers
reached at its session in 1981, 1/ agreed upon the composition of the Bureau of the
Committee as follows,

Chairman' Mr. Andrzej W. Kakolecki (Poland)

Vice-Chairmen: Mr. Carlos Tobar-Z~ldumbide (Ecuador)
Mr. Benqt Broms (Finlan~)

Mr. Ridha Bouabid (Tunisia)

Rapporteur: Mr. Musa Javed Chohan (Pakistan)

6. The Bureau of the Special Committee also served as the Bureau of the Workinq
Group.
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7. At its l05th meeting, on 9 l"ebruary 1987, the Special Committee adopted thf~

following agenda (A/AC.l82/L.50):

1. Opening of the s,..;sion.

2. Election of officers.

3. Adoption of the agenda.

4. Organization of work.

5. Considera~ion of the questions mentioned in General Assemhly resolutions
41/74 and 41/83 of 3 December 19ij6, in accordance with the mandate of the
Special Committee as set forth in resolution 41/83.

6. Adoption of the report.

8. In accordance with General Assembly resolution 41/83, the Special Committee
agreed to accept the participation of ohservers of anv St£tes Memhers of thp. United
Nations that so requested. It therefore decided to grant requests to that effect
receiveo from the Permanent Missions to the United Nations of Bangladesh, Bulqaria,
Cameroon, Canada, Chile, Cuba, Guatemala, Jordan, the Lihyan Arab Jamahiriya,
Monqolia, Morocco, Oman, Peru, Senegal, Suriname, the Syrian Arah Repuhlic, Uqanda,
Uruguay and Viet Nam.

9. At its l05th meetinq, the Special Committee aqreed on the followinq
orqanization of work for its Working Group: 6 or 7 meetings would be devoted to
the question of the peaceful settlement of diEputes between States, 2 meetinqs to
the question of t~e rationalization of existinq procedures of the United Nations
and 14 or 15 meetings, depending on the progress uf work in the Working Group, to
tpe question of the maintenance of international peace and security.

10. The Special Cor"u,! ttee had hefore it the two abovp-mp.ntioned work inq papers
relating to the maint~nance of international peace and security
(A/AC.182/L.38/Rev.3 a~d A/AC.l82/L.48), a workinq paper on the rationalization of
existinq procedures of the United Nations (A/AC.l82/L.IU/Rev.l and R~v. 2), i.l

working paper on the resort to a commission of good offices, mediation or
conciliation with in the Uni ted NationR (A/AC.l82/L. 52 ann Rev. 1) and a proposal for
an addition to the firet of tile ahove-mentioned workinq pe-pers (A/AC.l82/L.l)4).
The Special Committee also had hefore it a progress report by the SecretarY'Gener~l

on the preparation of a draft handbook on the peaceful settlement of disputes
between States (A/AC.182/L.5l) and a note by the Secretariat on the Repertorv of
Practice of Un! ted Nations Organs and the Repartoi rp. of the Practicf~ of _th£
Security Council (A/AC.182/L.53).



II. PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT Ol<~ DISPUTES RETWEEN STATES

A. Examination of the rpport of the Secretary-General on the
progress of work on the draft handbook on the peaceful
settlement of disputes between States

Statement of the Rapporteur

11. In presentinq, on 9 February 19B7, the proqress rpport prepared by the
Secretary-General pursuant to paragraph 4 of General Assembly resolution 41/74 and
paragraph 9 of Assembly resolution 41/83 (A/AC.182/L.5l), the Leqal Counsel
indicated that, under the aqreed outline, the four sections of the handl~ok which
Wf.lre due next related to inquiry, mediation, conciliation and qood offices, and
that in view of the close links hetween these four means of settlement, the
Secretariat had felt it preferaLle to defer the co~~eninq of the Consultative Group
until the corresponding sections had all been finalized. He adderl that despite
acute staff shortage, att· 'butable in part to the current financial situation of
th~ United Nations, the Secretariat would do its utmost to submit the four SEctions
in question to the Consultative Group in the course of the year.

12. Several deleqations stressed that they attacherl importance to the elaboration
of the handbook as a technical contribution to the enhancement of the principle of
peacefUl settlement of disputes. While they were aware of the complexity of the
task at hanu and of the difficulties of the Secretariat in discharqinq its
responsibilities in this respecl, they expressed the hope that the work would
proceed on a pr ior i ty basis and that more proqress would be reported at tl ~ next
session of the Committee. .,
13. It was sugqested that at its next meetinq in the course of thp. year the
Consultativ~ Group should receive, together with the new sectionf; that would have
heen completed, revis&d versions of the portions of the handbook that had already
heen reviewed.

14. The Workinq Group took note of the proqress report of the Secretary-General.

B. Consideration of the proposal contdined in the work ing
paper on the resort to a commission of good offices,
mediation or conciliation ~ithin the United Nations,
submitted to the Special Committee by Romania

Statement of the Rapporteur

15. The Workinq Group had beforp it the above-mentioned proposal (A/AC.l82/T .52),
which was a revised version of an earlier working paper (A/AC.182/L.47), arJ
proceeded to a raraqraph by paragraph discussion of i.ts text. A numher of
suqqestions, observations and drafting points w~re made. Suhsequently, the
delegation of Romallia introduced a revised version of the proposal
(A/AC.182/L.52/Rev.l), which took into account many of the above-mentioned
suqqestions, observations and draftinq ~Jints. The text of the revised proposal
reads as follows:
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"Resort to a commission of good o('(ices, mediation or
conciliation within the united Nations

"1. Resort to a commission of good offices, mediation or conci liation within
the United Nations is a pro~edure at the disposal of Statp.s and of the
competent orqans of the Organization for the p~aceful settlement of
international disputeD in accordance with the provisions of the Charter of the
United Nations.

"2. Such a commission may be establls.1erl for each par t icular case, in
accordance with modalities described below, th(ough the agreement of the
States parties to a dispute, or, with their aqreement, on the hasis of a
recommendation of the Security Council, or of the General Assembly or
following the contacts of the Stateo parties to a dispute with the
Secretary-General. Additional modalities and conditions may also oe agreed
upon by the States parties to a dispute for the pstablishment of such a
commission.

"3. When a dispute, the continuance of "lIhich is likely to endanqer the
maintenance of international peace and security, is brought to the attention
of lhe Security Council, the Council may consider, inter alia, the possibility
of recommendinq to the States parties to such a dispute to set up a commission
of qood offices, mediation or conciliation.

"4. When the General Assembly is seized with a dispute, it may consider,
inter alia, subiect to the provisions of Articles 12 and 14 of the Charter,
the possibility of recommending to the States parties to Ruch a dispute to set
up a commission of good offices, mediation or conciliation.

"5. When the States parties to a dispute accept the recommendation of the
Security Council or of the General Assembly, or aqree, on their own, or
followinq their contacts with the Secretary-General, to resort to a commission
of good offices, mediation or conciliation, the designation of members of the
commission is proceeded with.

"6. For each particular case the commission of qood offices, mediation or
conciliation is constituted by members nominated by llP to three States, which
are not parties to the dispute concerned.

"Depenc'Jing on each particular case, the States are desiqnated hy the
States parties to the dispute or, with their aqreement, hy the President of
the Security Council or hy the President of the General Assemhly or by the
Secretary-General.

"7. The StateA desiqnated will nominate hiqhly qualified persons, witn
adequate experience, who will act in the commission in their individual
capacity.

"The chairman of the commission is selected hy thp. States parties to the
dispute who may also aqree in a particular case that the chairman be appointed
by the Secretary-General.
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tl8. ')'lw prOCfHHiir1f!!'; 0/ thH cOlOmi!>!'lion wi 11. tilk~ placp. cH: the UnilHo Nations
Headquarterr:: in New York, or in any other plac(~ aqreed upon by the states
parties to the dispute.

"q. After takinq note of the elements of the respective dispute, on the hasis
of submissions made ~y the states parties, as well as of information provided
by the Secretary-Gelleral, the commission in performinq its qood offices
functions will seek to bri~q the parties to enter immediately into direct
neqotiations for the settlement of the dispute or to resume such neqotiations.

tlIn case the States parties to the dispute so request, the commission
will seek to establish the aspects on which the States parties aqree, as well
as their differences of opinion and perception, and to elucidate the elements
related to the dispute with a view to makinq suqqestions for the .~qinninq or
the resuminq of neqotiationB includinq their: framework and staqes as well as
problems to solve.

tllO. If direct neqotiations do not beqin within a reasonable time and if the
States parties to a dispute request it at any time, the commission will offer
to the parties proposals which it deems adequate for facilitatinq the
beqinninq of such neqotiations and seekinq throuqh mediation to hring closer
their positions until an aqreement is reached.

"11. The States parties to a dispute may aqree at any moment of the procedure
to entrust: the commission with functions of conciliation. The States parties
to a dispute determine the basis on which the commission should perform its
functions. If such a basis is not determined, the commission should be quided
mainly by the riqhts and duties of States resultinq from the Charter of the
United Nations. In performinq its functions the commission forumlates then
terms which it neems adequate for the amicable settlement of the dispute and
submits them to the parties.

"The States parties to a disputp. wi 11 be requested to pronounce
thp.m~e\ves on these terms within a period of time established by the
commission, which may be ptolonqed if the States parties to the dispute dRem
it necessary.

"12. The States parties to an international dispute, as well as other States,
shall refrain from any action whatsoever which may aqqravate the situation so
as to endanqer the maintenance of international peace and security and make
more difficult or impede the peaceful settlement of the dispute, and shall act
in this respect in accord~l'\ce with the purposes and principles of the United
Nations.

"13. The Security Council or the General Assembly may, when recommendinq th~

settinq up of the commission, propose a period of time durinq which it should
act for the solution of the respective dispute. Such period of time may be
also estahlished by the States parties to the disputp. themselves or followinq
their contacts with the Secretary-General.

"14. ~he Commission will work in confidentiality.

"As lonq as the efforts of qood offices, mediation or conciliation
continue, no statement will be made puhlic on the activity of the commission
without the aqreement of the States parties to the oispute.
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"IS, Upon conclusion of its activity, the commission will prepare its report
and communicate it to the States parties to the dispute and to the United
Nations organ concerned.

"The States parties to the dispute decide if a report is to be made
public.

"16. In order to facilitate the exercise by the peoples concern~d of the right
to self-determination, as referred to in the Declaration on Principles of
International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States
in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, the States concerned, as
well as other parties to a dispute involving the exercise of such a right may
agree to have recourse to a commission of good offices, mediation or
conciliation under the conditions described above.

"17. Nothing in the present document shall be construed as pre;udicing in any
manner the relevant provisions of the Charter or the rights and duties of
States, or the scope of the functions and powers of the United Nations organs
under the Charter, in particular those relating to the peaceful settlement of
disputes."

16. A brief exchange of preliminary views was held on the revised proposal. The
new text was generally considered as an improvement over the pre';ious one and
satisfaction was expressed by deleqations whose suggestions, observations and
d~afting points were incorporated into the revised text. These delegations stated
that further progress had been achieved in rendering the prcposal more acceptable
and more suited to the actual needs of strengthening the process of peaceful
settlement of disputes among States. The view was expressed to the effect that the
provisions of the revised proposal were fully in accordance with the Charter of the
United Natinns.

17. Some observations were put forward by several delegations regarding particular
aspects of the proposal. It was noted that the legal nature of the act
establishing the commission, the actual link between the proposed commission and
the United Nations system, particularly when established on the sole agreement o~

the parties, the authority responsible for the designation of the members of the
Commission and the kind of financing intended for the commission's activities were
not yet clear. In the view of some, the question of the financing of the
commission should be dealt with in a separate paragraph. On the additional
moda1ities and conditions which could be agreed upon by the States parties to a
dispute for the establishment of the commission (see para. 2 of the proposal
above), it was observed that they might blur the link between the commission and
the United Nations system and should be clarified. In one view, the question
whether the document should deal only with disputes or also with situations and
pr.eventive measures would have to be examined at a later stage. It was also
observed that the word "negotiation" as presently used might create the impression
of being a fourth procedure referred to by the paper. It was observed that the
wordL: "subject to" as applied to the provisions of Article 14 of the Charter
referred to in pa~agraph 4 of the proposal should· be replaced by the words: "in
accordance with" or "on the basis of". It was suggested to make the draftinq of
paragraph 5 more precise and to replace the words "the designation of members of
the commission is proceeded with" by the words "the commission is established". On
the composition of the commission (see paras. 6 and 7 of the proposal), the lack of
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a specific mechan5sm through which States would appoint the commission's members,
and the preference for a commission made up exclusively of individuals without
State participation, were among the remarks made. Concerning paragraph 9 of the
proposal, it was suggested to invert the present drafting of the beginning of the
paragraph by the words: "The commission in performaing its good offices" ••• The
r~mark was made that the way the commission would pass from one procedure to the
other should be further clarified. The reinsertion of a reference to international
law as a basis for the commission's functioning was suggested. It was suggested
that paragraphs 13, 14 and 15 of the proposal dealt with procedural issues and
would be better placed before paragraph 8. Some measure of contradiction was noted
between paragraphs 14 and 15 and it was wondered how confidentiality could be
maintained in a report made to the Security Council or the General Assembly. It
was also suggested to invert the order of the first and second subparagraphs of
paragraph 15. Reservations were expressed regardinq the appropriateness of
paragraph 16 of the proposal, as the scope of the proposal under discussion was
more restrictive than that of the Manila Declaration on the Peaceful Settlement of
International Disputes.

18. In response, the sponsor of the proposal stated that the revised text
incorporated so many suggestions made by various delegations that it should be
considered as a kind of collective work, even if for lack of time the interested
delegations had not been able to take part in its actual drafting. The paper
reflected those suggestions and drafting points on which general support seemed to
exist. The answers to some preoccupations expressed by a number of delegations
were to be found in the new version of the text which intended to infuse still more
flexibility in the proposal. As to the link between the proposed commission and
the United Nations system, the sponsor stressed that the commission was a procedure
and not an organ and thus there was no need to enter into details, as the
commission would function only in particular cases as defined in the paper. The
commission's financing should pose no difficulties: solutions would vary according
to the characteristics of each specific case. The additional modalities and
conditions mentioned in paragraph 2 of the proposal increased the options open to
the State parties in accordance with the principle of free choice of means. In the
sponsor's understanding, the general feeling of the Working Group was a preference
for confining the commission's competence to disputes only, since "situations and
matters" were being dealt with in document A/AC.182/L.38/Rev.3. There was no need
for specific mechanisms for the appointment of commission members as the
nominations could be made through various channels depending on the specific case.
The reference to the Charter in parQ~taph 11 was meant to encompass also
international law which constitutes a dimension of the proposal as a whole.
Confidentiality concerned matters covered by paragraph 14, while paragraph 15
referred to the reporting process. The relevance of paragraph 16 applied to any
United Nations document dealing with the implementation of the principle of
peaceful settlement of disputes. The meaning of "negotiations" in the proposal was
that given by Article 33 of the Charter which is the basis for the whole proposed
procedure.

19. The consensus in the Working Group was that tangible progress on the topic had
been achieved in the course of the present session and that concrete work on the
proposal should continue at the next session of the Special Committee on the basis
of document A/AC.182/L.52/Rev.l, with a view to reaching a general agreement on
appropriate conclusions to be submitted to the General Assembly.
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Ill. RATIONALiZM.'ION OF EXIS'l'ING PROCJmUlU:S OF 'I'HI~ lJNI'l'lm NA'l'IotW

!,tntement of the Rapporteur'

20. In connection with this topic, the Working Gl'OUp had before it a revised
working paper submitted at the previous session by France and the United Kingdom os.'
Great Br Haln and Northern I reland (A/AC.182/J~.43/Rev.1) •

21. The Working Group focused its attention on paraqraphs 6 to It, whid' had net
been discussed in detail ..lt the previous session. A number of representativ~B,

however, commented on the topic in qeneral arl.1 on the working paper aa a whole.

22. Several delegations stresseit that the impaot of the Organization depended in
no small n'easure on the effectiveness of its procedures. It was remarked that, at
a time of financial and administrative reforms, the Ganeral Assembly had been well
advised to mandate t.he Committee to keep the topic in question under dctive review.

23. Some delegations, while aqreeinq that the topic was an importallt one and
although not ()bi':!cting to a discussion of the paper before the Working Group,
expressed doubts as to the advisability of pursuing in the framework of the Special
Committee an activity that Wl:lS beinq carried on elsewhere. The remark W.:AB made in
this connection that it was because ratior.alization started with the elimination ot.
duplication that the States members of the ~sian-~frican Legal Consultative
Committee (AALCC) had not wished to have the recommendat~ons made by the AALCC
Workinq Group of the Whole (see A/4l/437, annex) diecussed in the Committee anrl
recommended its consideration by the General Committee which had before it othfH
documents Yuhmitted on the same suhiect. The question was furthermore raised as to
whether, in the light of the past discussions of tha topic by the Special
Committee, the Commi ttee could be expected to reach qeneral agreement on flleaniflqfu 1
rec0mmendations in the area under consideration.

24. Some delegations observed that the working paper dealt only with the
procedures of the General Assembly and that its title was, therefore, misleading.
The view was expressed that the rationalization effort should extend to other
principal organs of the united Nations, inclUding the Security Council, and should
encompass such questions as how to promote compliance with the decisions of the
International Court of Justice, how to safequard the indep~ndence of the
Secretary-General and of the Secretariat and how to enhance the polilical will of
StateJ to qive effect to resolutions in the economic and social field.

25. The remark was made on the oth~r hand that, for the most part, t.he problems
referred to above cO.Jld not be resolved t:hrouqh the rational ization of existinq
procedures and that it was logical to focus on the procedures of the General
~ssembly becaul;(e they were most in need of at.reaml ini.·. It was added that t:M
Special Committee might at a later stage examine the procedures of other principal
organs.

26. It was pointed out that the concern underlying paragraph 6 of the worklnq
paper ha~ also found expression in section IV.C of annex V to the rules nf
procedure of the General Assembly, as well as in one of the r(~coml\lend~tion3 o[ tlw
Gro~p of Hiqh-Lev~l Intergov~rnmental Experts to Review ttl~ Etficienc} n! the
Administrative and Finilnci"'l I~l)nctl.onjnq of the Unit,.ci Nations, }/ f'~tabLished by
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the General AtHH~mbly in its resolution 40/237 of 18 December 1985. The text of
para~raph 6, it wuv added, aimed at providing a clear guideline while retaining the
require(l degree of fl(~xibility. The proposal was viewed as useful provided that in
the distribution of items due account waR taken of che nature of each item and of
the respective work-loads of the Main Committees.

27. The purpose of paragraph 7, it was stated, was to facilitate the organization
of thf. work of the Main Committees by enabling all regional groups to be
repr.vs .... nted on the buretlu of each Main Committp.~ - which was not at present
pONgtbl~. The remark wan made that the idea was not a new one, and that a similar
prof'C~p..al nad come close to being adopted at th~ fortieth session of the General
Assembly. Thp gist, if not the drafting, of paragraph 7 met with the approval of a
number of deh'!gations. Other delegatiL)ns, however, tool' the v iew that enlarging
the number of <>fficerR of Main Commi ttees would not c(~ntr ibute to a rationalization
of proceedingE, and that the proposal did not take account of the existence of
groupings of States other than regional groupingR. It was pointed out, on the
other hand, that the bureau was empowered to deal with the organization of work and
not with su~stantive questions.

28. With reference to paragraph 8, it was pointed out that the proliferation of
subsidiary organs had been a source of concern for a numbp.r of years. Paragraph 8,
it was added, sought to limit, but not to exclude, the possihility of creating new
subsidiary organs. Some deleg~tions supported this proposal, noting in particular
that it did not bar the establishment of new organs with reasonable prospect for
success and that it contained a useful reminder of the need to make optimum use of
finite resources. Other delegations criticized the proposal aR being too
ambitious, too rigid and difficult to reconcile with Article 22 of the Charter.
The proviso "without discontinuing ••• " waR viewed aR vague and unrealistic, and it
was suggested that emphasis rather be placed on the importance of the topic and on
the measure of progress achieved. The question was raised as to whom wou1rl
determine whether exceptional circumstances warranted a departure from the proposed
rule, and the suggestion was made to redraft the paragraph so as to bar the
creation of new organs except where the issue at hand could clearly no' be
entrusted to an existing body.

29. Paragraph 9, ,t was pointed out, aimed at drawing the att~ntion of the General
Assembly and of the Committee on Conferences to the criteria that should be applierl
in planning the sessions of intersesAional hodies, and to the fact, confirmed by
recent experience, that there was no necessary link between the length of a session
and its fruitfulness. This proposal was viewed as useful and practically
oriented. The suggestion was made to improve the dra fting by mak ing it clear that
the Committee on Conferences was not on an equal footing with the Assembly, which
alone was competent to take the political decision required. The remark was
further made that the text should ~ncourage gpeedy action in the rtrea under
consideration alld that th(;' role of the Secretary-General should be duly taken into
account. Regarding the second part of the sentence, it was suggested that a
reference to the degree of efficiency of intersessional bodies in discharging their
mandates should he included.

30. An objection was made to the second part of the sentence on the ground that
the length of the sessions of SUbsidiary bodies was a matter for the General
Assembly to decide, and that attempts to chang\ the arranqementR made by the
Assembly could only lead to steril~ procedur~l dehate. The remark was made,
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however, that it would he unreasonable to c(')mpel an interaessional body to meet for
the whole duration set by the Assembly if the task at hand could be completed in a
shorter period.

31. It was recalled that the holdinq of informal consultations prior to the start
of the session of a subsidiarv organ had proved an effective way of settling in
advance procedural and organizational issues and that a recommendation along those
lines could be included in paragraph 9.

32. The proposal in paragraph 10 was viewed by a number of delegations as
particularly opport~ne in a time of financial constraints. Some delegations,
however, ob1ected to the underlying assumption that meetings away from Headquarters
were less productive than those held at HeadqUArters, an assumption which, in their
opinion, was not borne out by experience.

33. The concern underlying paragraph 11, it was stated, was that resolutions had
become too numerous in recent years to receive the required degree of attention,
both at the elaboration stage and .at that of implementation. The proposal was not
couched in rigid termR and was an appeal to States to exercise restraint so as not
to decrease the weight and value of the end-product of the General Assembly's
work. Paragraph 11 was viewed bv a number of deleqations as reflectinq a genuine
problem which had also been addressed by AALCC. The question was raised as to what
its concrete implications would be in the practice of the Assembly. It was pointed
out in this connection that resolutions were prompted by the existence of problems
and that the solution of problems would eliminate the need for resolutions to deal
wi th them. The suqqes t ion was made tha t the issue be stud ied in the futu re Of. the
basis of an analytical study by the lecretariat. The second sentence of
paraqraph 11 wap viewed by most delegations as reflecting a valid concern that had
been expres~ed bv the Secretary-General himself and as containing a useful
invitation to make optimum use of limited resources. Some representatives,
however, stressed that some flexihility was required and that analytical reports
were a helpful tool.

34. At a subsequent ~taqe of the proceedinqs, a second revised version of the
workinq paper (A/AC.182/L.43/Rev.2), in which revisions were underlined tu
facilitate comparisons, was introduced on behalf of the co-sponsors. It read as
follows:

"Rationaliza (on of existing United Nations procedures

"1. Without preiudice to the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations
on voting, resolutions and decisions of the General Assembly should l~ adopted
whenever possible by consemms, 2!!.-!~. understanding that such a procedure
should not restrict the ri~ht of p.very Member State to make its views fully
kno~. Consultations should be can ied out informally, or within subsidiary
bodil?'3 or ad hoc working groups, with the widest possihle participation of
Member States, in order to facilitate the adoption by the General Assembly of
substantive concluRiona and ~olutions which are generally acceptable,
therefore most likely to be implemented and would thus contribute to
strengthening the authority of the Organization.

"2. When an electronic voting system is avai1ahle for recorrling votes, a
roll-call vote should ilS far as po6flih1e not hp. requested.
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11]. Dei'0"e the end of each General Asaembly session, the Genoral Committee
ohould use its experience and expertise to draw up, for the attention of the
next Generul Committee, its observations on the proceedings of the current
RoSStO" in order to factlitat~ the organization and rationalization of the
work of the next session.

"4. '1'ho agenda of the General AAsembly should, in the light of consultations
with interest~d delegations, be rationalized as much as possible by grouping
or merqing related items, and by fixing an interval of two or more years for
the discussion of certain items. Furthermore, when the discussion of an item
has been poatponed on several occasions, its removal should be envisaged.

"5. The r,eneral Committee should consider, at the heginning of each session
of the General Aflqembly, the possibility of convening certain Main Committees
successively, taking into account the foreseeable number of meetings necessary
for th~ consideration of the questions with which they are charqed and the
orqanization of the work of the whole session.

"~. In allocating agenda items to the Main Committees of the General Assembly
~to the Plenary of thp General Assembly, the General Committee should
eneure the best use of the expertisG of the Committees and of the time and
resources availahle.

"7. Each Main Committee should have one chairman, three vice-chairmen and a
rapporteur in order that a member of each regional group might be present on
the bureau with a view to facUit.. ting the organization of the worl:.

"8. Subsidiary orqans of the General ASl\embly should not be established
without careful consideration as to whether the subject in question could Q2l
!~_dealt with hy exi~tin9 organs of the General Assembly, including its Main
Committees and their Working Groups. If, nevertheless, it is thought
necessary to credte a new subsidiary organ, the Assembly should then give
~areful consideration to sUApandin~ or discontinuing the work of an existing
organ.

"9. 'I'he dates and lerlqth of the sessions of intersessional bodies of the
General Assemhlv should be ~rmined as soon as possible by the Genera~

.Asgemhly or, failing that, ~v the Committee on Conferences, on the proposal of
th~ 5ecretary-~~ralLtaking fully into account, on the one hand, available
!acilltiAs and budgetary resources and, on the other hand, past experience,
the state of current work in reqard of the mandate given to the body in
queRtion as well as the prioritios defined by the General Assembly.

"10. CnnRultat.ionEl between members of intersessional bodies of the General-AHsembly should be held in advance of tLe sessions of such bodies in order to
facilitate the conduct of their sessions, especially as regards the
composition of the bureau anc1 the organization of work.

"11. The General Assembly and Committ~e on Conferences shoulc1 adhere strictly
to thp ("lecision in Assembly resolution 40/243 that Unitt-:d Nations bodierJ
should not me~t outside their respective estahlished headquarters except in
au~)rdance with the exceptions approved hy the Assembly and where there are
cOlllpf'l1inq reasons In the particular case.
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"12. Efforts should be made to reduce the number of dech:ions and resolutions
adopt.ed by t.he General. Assembly in order t.o enhance their a'.lthority and to
promot.e adequate consideration of the issues involved, ~ng into account the
grouping of itema in the agenda. Resolutions ought not to request
observations from States or reports by the Secretary-General except in cases
where that would be indispensahle for facilitating the implementation of these
resolutions or the continued examination of the question."

35. The revised working paper was favourably received by some delegations which
found that it contained worthwhile idoas, but was considered by others to be in
need of further reflection and study. The hope was expressed that it could serve
as a basis for reaching agreement at the next session of the Special Committee.
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IV, MAIN'rENANCE 010' INTERNATIONAL PEACE AND SI::ClJRI'l"i

Statement of the Rapporteur

36. The Worki~g Group devoted a first series of nine meetings, held between 13 and
20 February 1987, to the consideration of the working paper submitted by Belgium,
Germanr, Federal Republic of, Italy, Japan, New Zealand and Spain
(A/AC.182/L.38/Rev.3) • It devoted three meetings, hele on 23 and 24 February, to
the consideration of the working paper submitted by Czechoslovakia, the German
Democratic Republic and Poland (A/AC.182/L.48). It devoted a second series of two
meetings held on 25 February to the consideration of the first of the
above-mentioned working papers.

37. At the 9th meeting, held on 13 February the third revised version of the
working paper was introduced on behalf of the co-sponsors. It reads as follows:

"Draft declaration on the prevention and r~moval by the United
Nations of disputes, situations which may lead to international
friction or give rise to a dispute and mat!!!G which may

threaten the m~intenance of peace and security

"The General Assembly,

"Reaffirming the Declaration on Principles of Internatioal Law concerninq
Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with the
Charter of the United Nations and the Manila Declaration on the Peaceful
Settlement of International Disputes,

"Recognizing th~ fundamental rm;ponsibilit.j of States for the prevention
and removal of disputes, situations which may lead to international friction
or give rise to a dispute (hereafteC\ "si:"'lations") and matters which may
threaten the maintenance of peace and security (hereaftera "matters"),

"Recogn iz ing also the important role that the United Nations and its
organs can play in the prevention and removal of disputes, situations and
matterFl, within their respective mandates under the Charter of the United
Nations,

"Convinced that the atrengthening of such a role of the United Nations
will enhance its effectiveneGs in dealing with the questions of the
maintenance of intprnational peace and security and in promoting the peaceful
settlement of disputeR,

"Bearing in mind the obligation of States to conduct their relations with
other StateF in accordance with international law and the purposes and
principles of the United Na tiol\s SiO as to prevent disp'Jte~, situations and
lOa tters,

"Stressing the obligation of Member States to co-operate fully with the
relevant organs of the United Nations and to support their actions taken in
accordance with the Charter relating to the prpvention of disputes, situationR
and matte[F~,
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"Bearing in mind the pr imary responetbllity of the Security Council for
the ma intenance of in ter na tional peac~ and aecu.d ty,

"Solemnly declares thatl

"1. States should consider approaching the relevant organs of the
United Nations in order to obtain suggestions on preventive means for
dealing with disputes, situations and matters.

"2. States directly concerned, particularly if they intend to
request a meeting of the Seclldty Council, should approach, directly or
indirectly, the Council at all early stage and, if appropriate, on a
confidential basis.

"3. The Secur ity COuncil should conside r holding per. iodic meetings
or consultations to review the international situation.

"4. In order to prepL~~ itaelf for the prevention and removal of
particular disputes, situatiolls or matters, the S~curity Council should
consider appointing the Secret&ry-General as rapporteur for a specified
question and employing other me~no at its disposal in accordance with its
provisional rules of procedur~.

"5. When a specific dip~ute, situation or matter is brought to the
attention of the Security Council without a meeting being requested, the
Council Rllould consider holding consultations, with a view to examining
the facts of the dispute, situation or matter and keeping it under
review, with the assistance of the S~cretary-Ge~eral. 8efore
recommendations are issued, the States directly concern~d should be
ensured equal opportunity to p~esQnt their views.

"6. In such consultationa, without prejudice to recommendations and
decisions the Security Council might make at a &ubsequent atage,
consideration should be given to employing such informal methods as it
deems appropriate, including confluential contacts by its President.

"7. The Security Council Rhould also consider in such consultatlons\

"(a) Calling upon the States concerned to fulfil their: obligations
under the Charter,

"(b) Making an app~al to the States concerned to refrain from any
action which might lead to the deterioration of the dispute, situation or
matterJ

"(c) Mak ing an appeal to the States concerned to take an action
which might help to prevent the deterioration of the dispute, situation
or matter.

"8. Wh£.re appropriate, the Security Council should consider
sending, at an early stage, fAct-finding or good offices missions or
establishing appropriate forms of united Nations presence, including
observers and peace-keepinq operations, as a means of preventinq the
further deterioration of the dispute, situation or matter in the areas
concerned.
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"9. "{'he Sf~(,;ur ity Council should cOnLiidec encouraginq and, where
appropc iute, endorsing oHarta at tho regional level to prevent oc remove
a dispute, situation or matter in the region concerned.

"10. 'l'ak ing into cone idoru tion any proc(ldurea wh ich have al reaJy
b(Hm adopted by the Stateo di roctly concerned, the Security Council
ahouJ.d cono ider recomml~nding to them apprcpr ia te proceourea or methods CIf
adjustmont for disputen, situations or matters submitted to it, and Buch
terms of aettlol1lent as it tieems ilppropriat~.

"11. 'l'he Secur ity Council or the General Assembly, if it ia
appropr iata for promoting ~he prevention and removal of disputes,
Aituations and matters, shvuld conl;ider making early (tno full use of the
pOBsibility of requesting the lnternational Court of •..luatico to givo ,in

advisory opinion on any legal question.

"12. The General Assembly Rhould consider making use of the
provisions of the Charter in order to discuRs disputes, situations and
matterR, when appropriato, and, SUbject to i~8 Article 12, making
appropriute recommendations.

"13. 'rho General Assembly should consider encouraging and, where
appropriate, endorsing efforts undertaken at the regional level to
provent or remove i!I disputo, situation or mattor in the region concerned.

"14. Whenever appropriate, if a disputa, situation or matter has
been bwuqht before it, the General Aasombly should consider making more
use of fact-fin~ing capabilities, including the sending of fact-finding
missions, with the conwent of the host state.

"15. 'l'he Secretary-General, if approachod by a State ur States
dhect ly concel.ned with a dispute, situation or math-r, sh'luld respond
swHtly by urging the States to seek d solution or adjustm€"t by peaceful
means of their own choice and by offer ing his good offices or othel' meal's
at his disposal, an he deems apprupriate.

"16. 'rhe Secretary-Goneral Ahould consider approaching the States
directly concerned in a dispute, situation or matter, in an effort to
prevent it from becoming a theeat to the maintenc.'lnc<' of interrational
peace and security.

"17. The Secretary-General Ahould consider making full use of
fact-finding capabilities, inclUding, with the consent of the host State,
the sending of a representative or fact-finding missions to areas where a
dispute oc il Bit~ation exists Qr to which u matter relates.

1I111. 'rhe Se(~retary-General should encourage, where appropr iate,
efforts undertaken at the regional level to prevent or remove a dispute,
situation or matter in thu region concerned.

"19. Taking into account the needs of confidentiality, the
informution ohtained hy the Secretary-Gpnera1 Aho~1d be conveyed to the
Security Council at the request of the Council or on the initiative of
the Secretary-'General, as well aa, w:len appropr late, to the General
Assembly at the reouest of the Assembly or on the initiative of the
Sec r pta r v-GeM' r a1.



"20. The Socretary-General should consider makinq full UAO of his
right to bring, when necessary on a confidential hasis, disputes,
situations or matters to the attention of thE) Security Council at cH;

early a stage as he deems appropriate.

"21. The Secretary-Gener al should be en COli raged to comdde r
requesting the Security Council to meet on matters within the purview of
Artic le 99 of the Charter."

38. '1l he working paper was generally viewed as a valuable bilSi~1 for further work
and some delegations indicated that they could accept it. Initial comments focused
on ita title, on the use of tt'le term "matters", on the preamble and on the
structure of the operative part.

39. As regards the title, several delegations doubted whether the future document,
in view of its practlcal rather than normative orientation, should take the form of
a declaration. The question was furthermore raised ea to whether it would be
proper for the General Assembly to give a solemn form to a document addressing
recommendations to the Security Council. It was \l180 remarked that. the words "on
the prevention dnd removal by the United Nations" should be replaced by the words
"on the role of the United Nations in the prevention and removal".

40. The distinction between "disputes", "situations Which may lead to
international friction or give rise to a dispute" and "matters" was objected to hy
some delegations on the ground that it did not correspond to the approach reflected
in the Charter. The remark was made in this connection that the term "matters" in
the two Charter provisions where it appeared, namely Article 12, paragraph 2, and
Article 99, was used in a broad s~nse encompassing not only "disputes" and
"situations", but. also open conflicts, and that only the first two of thesp. three
concepts seemed to be relevant to cl working paper focused on prevention. In any
case it was added, there was no question of placing on the same footing three
notions, one of which encompassed the other two. Some delegations, however,
pointed out that it was in relation to "matters" that the Gpneral Assembly, and the
Secretary-General had a role t.o play, under the Charter, in the maintp.nance of
international peace and security and that, in dealing with their preventive role,
the working paper could therefore not avoid the uoe of the term "matters".

41. As regards the preamble, some delegations welcomed the reference in the spcond
paragraph to the fundamental responsibility of States for the prevention and
removal of disputes, stating in parti.cular t.hat the strengthening of the role of
the Organization in this drea was inextricably linked to the manner in which Membf~r

States fulfilled their obligations under the Charter. Other deleqationA pointed
out that the working paper addrp.sAed it.self to the functioning of organs Clnd that
its focus would become blurred if it were to deal with the conduct of States.

42. A number of additions to the preamble were proposed. Thus, a sugqestion wa.s
made to include therein languaqe borrowed from the opening part of the Preamble t.o
the Charter of the United Nations, as well as the inea that strengthening the
preventive role of the United Nations would enhance its role in the maintenance of
international peace and security. It waR furthermore suggested to add a paragraph
reading as followss

"Recal1i~ that the United Nations should he a centre for harmonizinq ttw
actions of nations in th{~ atta inrnent of the common ends. 11
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Other comments included the observation that the importance of the Charter in the
maintenance of international peace and security ought to be underlined; the remark
that the mention of the Friendly Relations Declaration should be supplemented by a
reference to the Definition of Aggression, and the remark that the phrase
"international disputes" should be used in this conte'xt. It was furthermore
sugges tea to strengthen the sixth preambula r paragraph by rewording it as follows:

"Calling upon Member States to co-operate fully with the united Nations
and to support the actions taken in accordance with the Charter in relation to
the prevention of disputes, situations and matters."

43. The view was furthermore expressed that the working paper should contain a
paragraph on the need to ensure the implementation of Security Council resolutions.

44. With respect to the structure of the operative part, some delegations
expressed the view that the parallelism maintained throughout the document between
the respective roles of the General Assembly, the security Council and the
Secretary-General was not in keeping with the Charter, which assigned different
powers and responsibilities to those three principal organs. The remark was also
made that, aside from entailing the risk of upsetting the careful balance
established by the Charter, the organ-by-organ approach disregarded the fact that
in the area of prevention the Security Council and the Secretary-General had a
gre~ter potential for rapid and discreet action than the General Assembly.

45. Disagreement was expressed by other delegations regarding the view that the
working paper did not respect the balance established by the Charter between the
General Assembly, the Security Council and the Secretary-General. Attention was
furthermore drawn to the fact that the activity-by-activity approach, which had
originally been proposed by the co-sponsors, had proved unworkable and that coming
back to it at an advanced stage of the work would be retrogressive.

46. Also, in relation to the structure of the operative part of the working paper,
some delegations felt that, in order to deal comprehensively with the issue of
prevention, the future document should consist of two sections, one of which would
deal with the responsibilities of States in this area, and the other, with the
preventive role of United Nations organs. It was furthermore indicated that the
proposed section I flowed logically from the recognition, in the second preambular
paragraph of the working paper, of the fundamental responsibility of States for the
prevention and removal of disputes and that it should be based on the Charter and
on generally accepted instruments such es th~ Friendly Relations Declaration and
the Manila Declaration. The following new paragraphs were accordingly proposed for
inclusion in the working paper (A/AC.l82/L.38/Rev.3):

"1. States Shall practice tolerance and live together in peace with one
another as good neighbours, and unite their strength to maintain international
peace and security;

112.
friendly
from the
external

States shall fulfil thei~ obligations under the Charter, develop
relations among nations, refrain in their international relations
threat or use of force, as well as from intervening in internal or
affairs of any other StateJ

"3. States shall refrain in their international relations from military,
political, economic or any other form of coercion aimed against the political
independence or territorial integrity of any State;
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"4. States shall make every effort for the prevention of international
disputes and conflicts, to settle their disputes exclusively by peac~ful means
envisaged in the Charter in such a manner that international peace and
security, and justice. are not endangered;

"5. In order to prevent disputes and conflicts, States shall develop
their relations on the basis of sovereign equality of States and in such a
manner as to ensure security on an equal basis for all States and in all
spheres of international relations;

"6. States shall respect the right of other States freely to choose and
develop their political, social, economic and cultural systems 1

"7. States shall take all possible measures for the prevention of the
aggravation of a dispute and its development into a conflict which might
endanger international peace and security;

"8. States members ef regional arrangements or agencies shall make every
effort to achieve the pacific settlement of local disputes through such
regional arrangements or by such regional agencies before referring them to
the Security Council. This does not preclude States from bringing any dispute
to the attention of the Secur ity Council or of the. General Assembly in
accordance with the Charter;

"9. Should the States fail to settle any international dispute,
situation or matter by any of the above means, they shall continue to seek
their prevention or solution by other peaceful means agreed among them,
including those set forth below."

The following two additional paragraphs were also proposed:

"1. States should act in their mutual relations so as not to cause the
~ise of disputes, situations [and matters);

"2. States should consider to use more frequently bilateral or
multilateral consultations in order to understand better their views,
positions and interests in different areas and so as to prevent the rise of
disputes, situations [and matters)."

47. Some delegations objected to the inclusion of the two above-mentioned
proposals as they considered that this would amount to a radical change in the
orientation of the third revised working paper, which, as its title indicated,
dealt with the prevention and removal of disputes "by the United Nations". They
held the view that this working paper, inasmuch as it had been formally introduced
by a group of States, had been extensively discussed over several sessions and had
undergone several revisions aimed at increasing its general acceptability, h~d

aChieved a certain status, as duly recognized in paragraph 3 (a) (i) of General
Assembly resolution 41/83 of 3 December 1986, and could not be placed on an equal
footing with informal proposals. It was also observed that the role of Member
States was covered by paragraph 3 (a) (ii) of Assembly resolution 41/83 and should
be discussed in the context of the work to be carried out under that provision.

48. Other delegations remarked that in paragraph 3 (a) (i) of its
resolution 41/83, the C~neral Assembly had mandated ~'he Special Committee to deal
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with the Question ()f the prevention and removal of thre~t9 to peace and of
situations in an ()Vel'.jll perspective and without leaving aside any aspect of that
question ana that it had furthermore requested tile Committee t.o use as a basis not
only the work ing paper, but also "any other proposals speci fie to this question".
It was added that paragraph 3 (a) (ii) was not concerned with thc specific issue of
prevention, but with t.he much broader question of the maintenance of international
peace and security.

49. After this exchange of views, the Working Group agreed to consider the above
amendments at a late'!' stage and began its consideration of the operative part of
the third revised wOtking paper starting with paragraph 2.

so. Concerning paragraph 2, the Working Group agreed to the suggestion that the
opening phrase "State-A directly concerned" should be more precise the first time it
is utilized and should therefore be reformulated as followsa "Stat~s parties to a
dispute and States Jirectly concerned with a situation or matter (hereafter 'Stat~s

directly concerned')".

51. The tE=xt of panlgraph 2 as r:.ovisionally accepted reads as follows:

"St~tes parties to 8 dispute and States directly concerned with &
situation or matter,· (hereafter 'States directly concerned') particularly if
Wey intend to request a meeting e,f the Secur i ty Council, should approach,
directly or indirectly, the Council a~ an early stage and, if appropriate, on
a confidential basis."

52. In the course of the consideration of paragraph 2, one representativ~ proposed
the inclusion of a new paragraph, to he placed immediately after paragraph 2 as new
paragraph 2 bis, or placed elsewhere. That proposal reads as follows:

"With a view to the prevention or removal of international disputeD,
situations or matters, every effort should b~ mane to URe fully the provisions
of the Chart~r on the functions anc powers of tne Security Council."

53. It was said in favour of this proposal that it was necessary, from a
methodological and practical point of view, to indicate in the draft that it was
not comprehensive in that the Security Council and States themselves may utilize
other measures or methods than those specified in the draft r with a view to the
prevention or remo~al of international disputes. The Charter provided the Security
Council wide discretionary powers wh ich should be used.

54. On the other han~, doubts were expressed concerning the inclusion of such a
paragraph in the draft. It was believp.d that it was not in keeping with the thrust
of the draft, which was focused on specific measures which sho'J1c1 bp. taken at the
early staged of an emerging dispute or situation, with a view to preventing an

* In the lio:,t of the views expressed concerning the word "matters" (see
para. 40 above), it is understood that the question of its use wherever it, occurs
in the paragraphs of the revised working paper, except paragraph 20 (see para. 10,
below) will be dealt with at a later ~tage.
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eacalation. 'l'he new draft. propoAal implied that. the Security Council ahould uae
all 01' its powers under the Charter, even at this stage. r'inally~ it was thought
that the propoRal, which was for a totally new paragraph, should be discussed only
after the completion of the consideration of the remaining paragraphs ~f the
rev~sed working paper.

55. It was also suggested that if such a provision were to he included in the
draft it would have to be a general one, coveri~g aB well the !Jrovisions of the
Chaetar on the functions and powers of the General Assemhly and the
Secretary-C~neral. If formulated in such a general manner, it could appear in the
preamble. Such a general provision should be taken :Jp later, following tho
examination of the more concrete provisions of the revi3ed working paper.

56. One representative believed that the question could be deal+: with in a manner
similar to that employed in the Manila Declaration and thuR :l.ncli.lde a Aafeglla~·d

clause at the end of the draft along the following lines:

"Nothing in the present. Declaration shall be construed as prejudicing in
any manner the relevant provisi.onA of the Chartee or the rights and duties of
States, or the scope of thE:' functions and powers of thp. united Nations organs
under the Chart.er, in particula r those relating to the Maintenance of
international peace and security."

57. The Working Group aecided to susrend its conAideration of the proposed new
paragraph.

58. 'l'urning to paragraph 3, some representatives believed it should not include
the phrase "periodic meetings", as this could lc:'ad to the misleading impression
that the paragraph was intended to repeat or paraphraoe paragraph 2, Article 28 of
the Charter, which utilizes the phras~ "periodic meetings". It was suggested that
the exptession "from time to time" b~ used. The worgking group accepted that
suggestion.

59. According to another view, it was necessary to improve the drafting of the
paragraph so as to make it clear that the proposal related to informal meetings to
review not only the genE"ral international Rituati.on, but alAe) particular
questions. Thus, the suggestion was made to redraft the paragraph as follows:

"The Security Council should consider holding informal periodic mpet.lngfl
and conAultations to review the general international situation and particular
disputes, matters and situations."

60. One representative stressed that the paragraph required revision so aA to
avoid t.he "automa tic i ty" element. cur rp.ntly in the dra ft. 'rhe env isaged mep.t lngn or
consultations could most realiRtically take place in thp context of s!~cific cases
and as the need arose. The following revised version of the paragraph wan proposed:

liThe Security Council could consider holding from time to time, upon the
request of one of its members or of the Secretary-General, meetings or
consultations to review sit.uations which might lead to international friction
or give riRe to a dispute."

61. Othf!r representatives qup.stionfld the need to revise the paragraph, other than
changing "periodic" to "from time to time". The other proposed revisions, they
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felt, clH:Hlqod t:h{~ ol'iqinal thrust of the paragraph. This was particularl~· so with
regard to the suggestion to make the holding of meetings or consultations
contingent upon a request by a Security Council momher or the Secretary-General.
The point of the oriqinal proposal was to provide for such meetings being held at
regular intervals. Also, it was doubted whether it was necossary or useful to add
"to review ••• particular disputes ••• ". 'fhe original thrust had heen to &:eview
the international situation, particular disputes could be reviewed if appropriate.

62. The Working Group decided to suspend its consideration of paragraph 3.

63. with regard to paragraph 4, the Working Group accepted the Auggestion to
improve the drafting of the opening phrafl9 by rewording it as followsr "In the
course of the preparation for ••• ".

64. The text of paragraph 4, as provisionally accepted, reads as followsr

"In the course of the preparation for the prevention or rerooval of
particular disputes, situations and mattenl, the Secur ity Council should
consider making use of the various means at its disposal, including the
appointment of the Secretary-General as rapporteur for a specified question."

65. With regard to the first sentence of paragraph 5, the suggestion was made that
for purposes of consistency, the word "specific" should be changed to
"particular". In addition, it was mentioned that the reference to the assistance
of the Secretary-General should be made more flexible so a. not to convey the
impression that such assistance was required in all cases. 'l'hus it wal:\ suggeeted
to insert the words "when needed" prior to "with the assistance of the
secretary-General".

66. Concerning the second sentence of paragraph 5, it was pointed out that the new
language no longer clearly reflected the original idea that it was in the framework
of informal consultations that the parties concerned should have equal opportunity
to make their views known. Furthermore, various comments were made with the aim of
improving its drafting, such as the avoidance ot the term "issued", which was
considered too technical, and the term "equal opportuni ty", wh tch had di ffe'rent
connotations in other United Nations forums. In addition, it was felt that the
sentence should be drafted 1n a more flexible manner so as not to give the fals~

impression that it was intended to enter into the details or complexities of the
manner in which the Security Council should conduct its business. The more prudent
courAe, it was eventually w~reed, was to stress the point that "the States
concerned should have the oppportunity of making their views known".

67. The text of paragrap~ 5, as proviAionally accepted, reads as follows:

"When a particular dispute, situation or matter ia brought to the
attention of the Security Council without a meeting being requested, the
Council should consider holdinq consultations with a view to examining the
facts of the dispute, situation OL matter and keeping it under review, when
Tlp.eded with the assistance of the Secretary-General. The States concerned
Rhould have the opportunity of making their views known."

68. With respect to paragraph 6, the remark was madp., in :elation to the phrase
"without, prejudice to recommendat.ions and decision', the Security Council might make
.It it f3ubsequent. !'ltaqcs", that. it was diff icult. to imagine how the choice of a
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particular method could have any influence on substanti ve deciu ionto1 la
recommendations and that if t.he t.ext referred to procedural decir:lIol\fl t1w word
"recommendations" wus out of place. 'l'he Working Group HgL"ecd to df'll:~t.e the phriu1l'
in question.

69. 'fhe text of paL'agraph (i, as provisionally I.lccepted, rec:tds <.lA follows:

"In such consultations, consideration should be given to employing Huch
informal methods as the Security Council deems aPl opr iate, including
confidential contacts by its President."

70. As regards paragraph 7, the rema[k was made that its sUbjPct-matter W~R

different from that. of paragraph 6 and that the word "also" should thert~fo['e be
deleted. It was furthermore suggested to insert at the end of tho cll~~~ HI(,'
words "inter alia" in order to avoid giving tile impression that the course~; of
~ction descri~ed in subparagraphs (a)~ (b) and (c) were the only ones open to thp
Security Council. The opening words in subparagraph (a) were viewed an
inappropriate for the early phase dealt with in the working paI~r; it waR suggesterl
te) replace them by "remin('Ung". 'I'he word "fulf 11" waA considerer~~ as in":el iei tOllG

as it implied that the obligations of States under the Charter were all posit.ivQ
oneSI it was therefore suggested to replace it by the word "re!'.peet". As l'N1 LICdB
subparagcaph (b), the remark was made that since the wor.king [Japer dt.·,I1.t wi.th the
phase prior to the emerge' ~ of a dispute, t.he States concerned should he
encouraged to refrain not only from action which might lead to thp dot(~rioration 01'
the dispute but also from action which might give rise to a dispute. It was
suggested to enlarge the scope of sUbparagraph (c), in keHping with thR
sUbject-malter of the working paper, by including therein a reference to actions
aimed at removing disputes or situations.

71. The text of paragraph 7, as provisionally accepted, reads ns follows:

"The Security Council should consider in such consultations, inter alia:

(a) Remirlding the Sta tee concerned to respect their obligil t ionA undp. r
the Chart!HJ

(b) Mak;:ng an appeal to t.he States concerned to refrain from uny actioll
which might 91\'41! rise to El dispute or lead to the delf.)rioration of ttw
dispute, situatlon or matterJ

(c) Making an appeal to the States concerned to takp an action which
mi.ght hf'lp to ff>mOVf:!, or to prevent the continuation Of chlter ioration of. t1w
disput~, situation or matter."

72. In paraqraph 8, the '"oeds "where appropriate" were vif'wed tlY f{OI\lP dpl(~q<lt.innr;

a~ unnecessary, inasmuch as it could be left to the Sf.:clJrity Counr.il 10 detprminf'
the appropriateness of a particular course of action, and by othpr dplcqations iW

providing a useful tone to a document which was essentially a call for qreater
activism on the part of the Council.

73. As regards the methods enll iSiiged for preventing the df>t'.:.~LHi.lt inn of cl isputpr;.
some delegations sugges ;ed that it be made clear that the listing in paragraph 8
was not. eXhaustive by inserting therein tile words "inter alia". The remark was
made in thiA context that the paper should not in any way prejudice the princillle
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of tret) dwic(·' 01 nWi.1IW and that this concern could he m(lt tht"ough t.he inclusion of
a g(mtlri.ll ni,lfegui.1rd claulH!.

74. Doubtn wert) (IXprf'HSf'd with rogarrj to the phrase lIappropriate foCl,)s of United
NatiollH prmwnce ll

, and to the rerel"enCe to peace-keeping operations which, it was
Btat(~d, wan out of plih:e in a document dealinq wi th the emt)ryonic phase of disputes
dnd gituiltionR. 'l'he view wan expreRsod that for the phase in question, mp.thods
such aB Iwgotiation or Illl!diiltion were more appropriate.

7S. Other dellJqationR, while not inAisting on tho retention of the referenc~ to
pOi.lce-keepinq u.~ri.lti0nR, observed that a form of Unitsd Nations involvement which
had proved hiqhly (,J[fective deserved mention in Cl documE'nt of the type undor
consideration. It waD also remarked that the presence of peace-keeping forces
could have a U~Wflll c1eterrent effect. As to the idea of singling out some of the
meanD enumerated in Article 33 of the Charter, this waR viewed by some delegationo
<:.18 running counler to the principle of free choice of means.

76. t,ollle delegations held the view that the text should provide for the consent of
the StateR concernen. It was pointed out in this respect that the entire text
dei:llt with a phase prior to the stages envisaged in Article 34 and in Chapter VII,
i.e., a Rtaqe not covered by the Charter. At such a preliminary stage, it was
observed, the COIH,ent ot the States concerned should always be required.

77. Other deleqations, While r~cognizinq that the consent of the States concerned
was, in lIlont cases, a practical, and, in some cases, 11 legal pre-condition to the
nending of a mission by the Security ~ouncil, pointed out that paragraph 8 dealt
with thv eXII!oralory phase where the Council was considering the various options
open to it and that the question of the prerequiRites to the sending of a mission,
un which there were well-known divergencies of views, would only arise in the
Council dlter this particular method had been identified as a promising one.

78. It. war; remarked that, rather than requiring the consent of the Statml
concerned, paragraph B might provide for consultations with them, thus facilitating
practical arrangements without impai ring the freedom of action of the Becur i ty
Council.

79. '['h(> \~orking Group agreed to suspend its consideration of paragraph 8.

130. /\s rf"qards ptlraCj.:aph 9, the remark was made that it did not specify who would
und('rtake efforts at the regional level to prevent or remove disputes. It was
agreed to clarity the text in this respect.

Bl. 'I'he text l)f pnragraph 9, as provisionally accepted, reads as follows:

lI'\'hl' l;ecur ity l'ollncil should consider encouraging and, where apprC'pr iate,
(~ndorsinq "fforts al the regional level by the States concerned or by regional
ilrranqements or agencies to prevent or remove cl dispute, situation or matter
in the rl?qion concerned."

82. Pard'lraph 10 wan viewl?d as oriented more towards the settlement of diAputps
under Chapter VI of the Charter than towards prevpntion. Attention was drawn in
particulur to the cnnclurHnq phrase which was borrowed from Article 37,
paraqraph 2. In order to make it clear that the text dealt with the preventive
phaRP, it was agreed to replace "terms of settlement ll by IIterms of adjustment ll

• It
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was also remarked thut. the words "submitted to it" wer~ unduly n)utrict.ive intlsl1lll<:h
as the Sel~urity Council Gould tak0 cognizance of Cl dispute sit.uation or matt.er ot
its own motion.

83. 'l'he text of "aragraph 10, as provisionally accepted, reads as follows;

"Taking into consideration any procedures which have already been adopted
by the states directly concerned, the Security Council should consider
recollUnending to them appropriate pL"ocedures or methods of adjustment for
disputes, situations or matters hrought to its attention, and such terms of
adjustment as it deems appropriate."

84. Concerning paragraph 11, it was suggested that it would be more appropriate to
devote separate paragraphs to the Security Council and to the General Assembly,
rather than dealing with the two organs in the same paragraph. It waR thus
suggested that a similar paragraph dealing with the General Assembly cC'lld be
examined later, in the context of other paragraphs dealing with the Assembly. ThA
meaning of the expression "early and full" was questioned, particularly the
reference to "full". It was more logical and in keeping with the thrust of the
paragraph to delete that expr~ssion and simply to insert the phrase "at an early
stage" before "consider". Also, it was necessary to specify ',:hat what was at issuf~

was the Council's considering making use "of the provisions of the Charter
concerning" the possibility of requ~sting the International Court of Justice to
give an advisory opinion on any legal question.

85. The text of paragraph 11, as provisionally accepted, reads as follows:

"The Security Council, if it is appropriate for promot.ing t.he prevention
and removal of disputes, situations and matters, should, at an early atage,
conAider making use of the provisions of the Charter concern~~g the
possibility of requesting the International Court of Justice ~o giv~ an
advisory opinion on any legal question."

86. In the course of the consideration of paragraph 12, the remark was made that
it was necessary to include a reference to Article 11 of the Charter, as well as to
Article 12, in view of that Article's relevance to the subject-matter under
discussion. It was suggested to include a reference to Artlcles 10 and 14 of the
Charter. It was also suggested to delete the word "its" before "Article" and the
word "appropriate" before "recommendations", which were considered unnecessary and
infelicitous. It was also remarked that questions relating to the form and
structure of paragraphs 12, 13 and 14 may be considered hy the Working Group at a
later stage.

87. The text of paragraph 12, as provisionally accepted, reads an fol10ws:

""'he General AHsembly should consider lIldking use of the provi!dnns of t1w
Charter in order to discuss disputes, situations and matters, when
appropriate, and, in accordance with Article 11 of th~ Charter and subject to
Article 12, making recommendations."

88. As to paragraph 13, it was deemec more prudent to adj 1lst the expression
"should considet', encouraging and, where appropriate, endorsing efforts" which hAd
been utilized in paragraph 9 with reyard to the Security Council. To make it clear
that the Assembly's role in t.his area stems f:.·om Articles of the Char, t.er other than
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thoso i.\pplicuble to the Council and is based 01\ its own practice, it waG suggested
that the ~xprf:saion "should consiJer, where appropriate, supporting efforts" be
used. It was also suggested that there be incorporated in this paragraph the
specification already included in paragraph 9 that the efforts to be undertaken at
the regional level are by the State5 concerned or by regional arr:angementR or
agencies.

89. The text of paragraph 13, as provisionally accepted, reads as follows:

liThe General Assembly should consider, where appropriate, supporting
efforts undertaken at the regional level by the States concerned or by
regional arrangements or agencies, to prevent or r.emove a dispute, situaticn
or matter in the region concerned."

90. With regard to paragraph 14, certain repre~entatives urged its deletion
because, in their view, it did not accurately reflect the division of
responsibilities, set forth in the Charter, between the Security Council and the
General Assemuly. Moreover, as facl-finding only made sense in the context of
situations of conflict or threat of conflict which were within the purview of the
Security Council, the paragraph was inconsistent with the f~nctions assigned to the
Council by the Charter. Certain other representatives, however, believed more
thought should be given to the question befo1e deciding on the deletion of the
paragraph. It was suggested that a fact--finding role did exist for the Assembly,
partiCUlarly if the Council in a given case waR unable to function.

91. The Working Group decided to suspend its consideration of paragraph 14.

92. As indicated earlier in connection with paragraph 11 dealing with the Security
Council, it had been suggested that a similar provision be considered with regard
to the Ge~eral Assembly. The Working Group used the text it had accepted for
paragraph 11 as a basis for considering a new paragraph 14 bis. It was suggested
that the e>:pression "at an early stage" which appeared in paragraph 11 was
inappropriate in a provision concerning the General Assembly which only met,
normally, for three months a year. It was thus nol realistic to envisage the
Assembly's considering making use of certain Charter provisions "at an early stage"
when the Assembly might not even be in session during the period in question.

93. The text of paragraph 14 bis, as provisionally accepted, reads as follows:

"The General Assembly, if it is apprOprldte for promoting the prevention
and removal of disputes, situations and matters, should consider making use of
the provisions of the Char~er concerning the possibility of requesting the
International Court of Justice to give an advisory opinion on any legal
question. "

94. As regards paragraph 15, it was proposed to insert, as a necessary safeguard
proviso, the expression "under the Charter", following the word "choice". It was
also proposed to change "urging the States" to "urging these States" for purpmJes
of clarity and precision.

95. The text of paragraph 15, as provisionally accepted, reads as follows:

"The Secretary-General, if approached by a State or States directly
concerned with a dispute, situation or mattf'r, shoul(~ respond swiftly by
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urging these States to seek a solution or adjustment by peaceful means of
their own choice under the Charter and by offering hi& good offices or other
means at his disposal, as h6 deoms appropriate."

96. For paragraph 16, the Working Group provioionally accepted the formulati()n
proposed in the third revised workinq paper which reads as follows:

"The Secretary-General should cOMider approaching the States directly
concerned in a dispute, situation or matter, in an effort to prevent it from
becoming a threat to the maintenanc~ of international peac~ and Recurity."

97. As regards paragra~h 17, tho Working Group agreed to include therein the words
"where appropriate" to emphasize that fact-finding should be resorted to with
caution and discretion. The Working Gr:oup flJrthermore noted that the sending of
fact-finding missions required prepariitory arr:any.. ~·.;:,,,tB and agreed to include in
the paragraph a sentence to cover this idea. The text of paragraph 17 a8
provisionally accepted, roads as followsr

"The Secretary-General Should, where appropriate, consider making full
use of fact-finding capabilities, inclujing, with the consent of the host
State, the sending of a representative or fact-finding missions to areas where
a dispute or u situation exists or to which a matter relates. When necessary,
the Secretary-General should also consider makinq the appropriate
arrangements."

98. For paragraph 18, the Working Group provisionally accepted the formulation
proposed in the third revised working paper, which reads as follows,

"The Secretary-General should encourage, where appropriate, efforts
ur.dertaken at the regional level to prevent or remove a dispute, situation or
matter in the region concerned."

99. Regarding paragraph 19, following a discussion of the complexities of the
SUbject-matter dealt with therein and in the light of the feeling that it was not
absolutely necessary to retain the provision, the Working Group provisionally
agreed to delete the paragraph.

100. Paragraphs 20 and 21 were considered jointly in view of the close relationship
between the contents of the two paragraphs. In order to avoid confusion or
overlapping, it was felt desirable to merge the paragraphs into a single paragraph,
appropr iately drafted to take into account var i.ous concerns expressed with regard
to the orig\nal two paragraphs.

101. The text of the new paragraph 20, as provisionally accepted, reads as followS:

"The Secretary-General should b~ encouraged to consider using, at as
early a stage as he deems appropriatp., the right which is accorded to him
under Article 99 of the Charter to bring to the attentio~ of the Security
Council any matter which in his opinion may threaten the maintenance of
international peace and security."
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]ll2. 'rhe dPh'grltlon of Chin", made a proposul (A/Ae.182/L.54) for adding to the
work ing pdp{,lr the following paragraphs,

"yucther declclrso that nothing in the present Declaration,

"la) Shall be construed as prejudicing in any manner the rel~vant

provisions of the Charter or the rights and duties of States, or the scope of
the fun~tions and powers of the United Nations organs under. the Charter
relat. ing t,o the mu intenance of inte rnational peace and secur i ty, including the
peaceful settlement of disputes,

"(b) Could in any way prejudice the right to self-deturmination, fre'9dom
and indepAndenc~, as derived from the Charter, of peoples forcibly deprived of
that right and r~ferred to in the Declaration on Principles of International
Law concerninq Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance
with the Charter of the ~"'ited Nations, particularly peoples under colonial
and racist regimes or foreign military intervention, aggression and occupatlonJ

"(c) Shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matte,s which are
essentially within the ~omestic jurisdiction of any State or shall require the
States Members to submit such matters to settlement under the Charter,

"(d) Could in any way ~rejudice the right of all States to resort to
peaceful means of their own choice for the prevention and removal of disp~ltes

and sltuationR which may lead to international friction or give rise to a
dispute."

103. 'rhe proposal met with a favourabh:! response. A~.ready during the consideration
of the operative part of the third revised working paper, d number of
representatives had referred to it in order to dispel some doubts and facilitate
agreement. The proposal was viewed as a useful addition but was not considered in
detail for lack of time.

104. At its 18th meeting, the Working Group started its consideration of the
working paper submitted by Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic and
Poland (A/AC.l82/L.4R).

105. A spokesman for the co-sponsors, in his introductory remarks, expressed the
hope that the discussion would bring out points of convergence which could be
incorporated in the working paper on which the Committee was working in parallel.

106. The view was expressed that the workin~ paper contained in document
A/AC.182/L.48 was in full conformity with the mandate of the Special Committee,
which was requested to concentrate its efforts on the question of the maintenance
of international peace and security in order to strengthen the role of the United
Nat ionR, in par ticular l f the Secur i ty Counc 11, and that as recogni zed in the
explanatory observations and in part I of the document under consideration, it was
necessary to examine the question of the maintenance of international peace and
security in all its aspects. It was recalled that the programme of the complete
liquidation of all weapons of mass destruction by the end of the century, a~

propo::led by the Union of Soviet SocialiAt Republics on 15 January 1986, had been
translated throughout the year into practical deeds. The remark was made that the
strengthening of the United Nations should become an integral part of the process
of establishing a comprehensive system of international security and that the
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cor.tribution of the United Nations towards the consolidation of world peace should
be increased. It was furthermore recalled that, in its message addressed to the
Secretary-General on 11 January 1986 by the General Secretary of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of the soviet Union, the soviet Union had
advocated a more effective role for the United Nations, wider utilization of the
means of peaceful settlement of disputes provided for in the Charter, fuller use of
the capabilities of the security Council and of the General Assembly and resort to
the mediatory efforts of the Secretary-General. It was added that consideration of
the question of the maintenance of int8rnational peace and secur.ity should be
comprehensive and directed towards the formulation of specific recommendation~ for
the purpose of increasing the effectiveness of the united Nations.

107. According to another view, the working paper started from a premise which,
although not incorrect, was not likely to lead to any improvement in the existing
situation and as it was obvious that if all States observed in good faith their
Charter obligations, many problems would disappear, one should not infer that
nothing could be done to improve things until states changed their attitudes.
Doubts were expressed concerning the utility of reiterating obligations enunciated
in many instruments and oi bringing up in far too general terms issues of an
extremely specialized and often highly controversial character which were being
dealt with in other forumn. It was also observed that it would prove extremely
difficult to achieve consensus on an ambitious document that reflected a legal
phil0s0phy that was not necessarily shared by all the States Members of. the United
Nations.

108. The view was expressed that the document usefully invited the Committee to
reflect on the pre6ent international situation characterized by the arms race, by
tensions deriving from the policy of force, by interference in the internal affairs
of States and by economic crises and underde,~lopment. In such a situation, it was
observed, the United Nation8 should play a more actlve role in strengthening
detente, curbing the arms race and cr~ating a climate of security and co-operation,
and should ensure the par~icipation of all states in the solution of international
prohlemR in accordance with the principle of universality of the United Nations.

109. The view was also expressed that, as it appeared from the preamble of document
A/AC.182/L.38/Rev.3, document A/AC.182/L.48 had already ~~hieved its main purpose
which was to highlight the role of States.

110. Se,;tion I of the working paper was viewed by some delegations as being in the
nature of an introduction and by others as containing language that would be more
appropriate to a preamble than to an operative part. It was also recalled that an
attempt along the same lines had been made, on the occasion of the fortieth
anniversary of the United Nations, to assess the achievements of the Organization,
describe concrete problemq and reiterate Charter principles, and that this had beon
unsuccassful. Para~raph 2 was considered imprecise and paragraph 3 was criticized
RS heing purely descriptive and silent with regard to the root-caUHes of the
phenomena described therein. Reference was made in this connection to
parayraphs 20, 24 and 25 of the Political Declaration contained in the final
documents of the Eighth Conference of Heads of States or Government of Non-Aligned
Countries, held at Harare in Septemher 1986 (see A/41/697, annex). Paragraph 4 was
viewed by somp dalegationn as oriented more towards the political and military
aspects than toward8 the economic, social and other aspects of the conduct of
state~. It was also stated that it omitted a number of important documents, such
as the Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention and Interference in the
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Internal Affairs o[ States, General Assembly resolutions 290 (IV) and 377 (V), the
International Covenants on human rights and documents of an economic character, and
furthermore ignored the role of States at the bilateral and regional lp-vela. As to
the enunciation of principles of international law contain~d in paragraph ~, it was
viewed by some dele~ations as unlikely to have any effect on the attitude of States
and as being furthermore incompl~te and sometimes at variance with the Declaration
on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation
among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations. Other
delegations, however, held the view that the enunciation of principles was
necessary in that context. It was also Htated that subparagraph (1:) of paragraph 5
could be a separate paragraph.

Ill. A numher of representatives referred to section 11 of the working paper.
Those in favour of the section stressed that it provided a useful general
framework, a synthesis of ideas, for defining the role of States in the maintenance
of international peace and security. Its aim was to highlight the principal role
and responRibil i tj.~s of States in maintaining peace which, if States played thei r
role and fulf illed th€ir responsibil i ties, could lead to an improved international
~ituation. It was also seen as the foundation upon which the more specific
measures sugqested in sectiOn III of the paper were built. Some representatives
felt the question of the role of States deservPd conAideration, but felt that
section 11 did not address the central question of why the collective security
system was not as effective as hoped, the section was too theoretical and did not
address the underlying causes ()f the lack of an effective collective se~urity

system. Doubts were expressed by other representatives concerning the usefulness
of the sectionl they questioned the need to ropeat Charter provisions or accepted
rules of international law and felt that its content.s were more suitable to a
preamble, also, many of its paragraphs were too long, complicated and difficult to
understand.

112. Concerning paragraph 1, certain representatives questioned the use of the term
"fundamental" to descrihe the responsibility of St;) tes for the maintenance of
international peace and security, particularly in thp light of Article 24 of the
Charter and the collective security system. On the other hand, it was maintained
that "fundamental" was correct in its broad sense, as Statel"! While serving as
Security Council members were in fact fulfilling that fundamental responsibility.
While some questioned the need for paragraphs 2, 3 arid 4 as they merely repeated
Charter provisions, others felt them to be usefUl and logical as starting-points
for a more detailed examination of the measures that can he taken to improve the
conduct of States. The view was expresAed that clarifications were needed with
regard to paragraph 2 concerning the ~ole of non-member States and the meaning of
"endeavours", as well as with regard to paragraph 1 concerning the wordR
"define ••• relations" and the preoccupation with State sovereignty. Paragraph 4
was questioned because of its orientation towards military aspects and the use of
the word "exclusive". According to one view, paragraph ~ was considered to be a
relevant safeguard provision while, according to another vi~wt it raised serious
questions on the position to he taken regarding Aelf-defence. Some representatives
voiced BerilJus douhts concerning paragraph 6, which introduced the question of
disarmament, because that question, besides raising controversial issues, was
currently under Jiscussion in the appropriate forums. There was nO need to repeat
the discussions held in such forums Which, unlike the Special Committee, posses8en
t.he required technical knowledge and expertise. It was also streRfiecl that
concentrating on such issues a~ disarmament and the non-use of force ignored
equally important non-military aspects of State conduct, On the other hand, in
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support of the paragr3ph it was said that the disa~mament issue could not be
ignored. It was vital to formulate a general, not technical, provision concerning
'Che effc,rts which States tlad to take for disarmament, and thus for peace. Also, it
was noted that history had shown that the military aspects of intern~tional

relations were decisive in the maintenance of international peace and security.

113. Turning to section Ill, some representatives found some elements included
therein to be very controversial, complicated and difficult to accept, particularly
in paragraphs 1 and 2 relating to disarmament and the non-use of force. As was the
case with paragraph 6 of the preceding section r such issues were best reserved to
the appropriate bodies currently studying them, in particular the Special Committee
on Enhancing the Effectiveness of the Principle of Non-Use of Force in
International RelationsJ they could not be discusse« productively in the Special
Committee. Also, the military aspect of the role of States had been given too much
pr~-eminence in the section. Clarifications were requested concerning certain
terms in the section. In support of the section as a whole and of paragraphs 1 and
2 in particular, it was stressed that section III offered ideas as to how States
could act in a positive manner and collectively in promoting international peace
and security. The paper should be seen in the wider context of a changing and
dynamic world communitYJ Charter provisions needed to be viewed in the light of
changing times and developed to meet the challenges of the future. Paragraphs 1
and 2 were particularly important in mobilizing States to make joint efforts for
disarmament and upholding the principle of non-use of force in international
relations. Special expertise was not necessary for the Special Committee to take a
stand in this major issue which affected human survival itse1fJ other proposals on
the question could be discussed.

114. As to para~raph 3, some representatives noted that it was linked to various
elements of the w·.Jrldng paper contained in document A/AC.l82/L. 38/Rev. 3, which had
been examin.,,~d in .greater detail in that paper than in that paragraph. Also, it was
remarked that, wh~le its SUbject-matter was collective security, the contents
concerned only the peaceful settlement of disputesJ other aspects of collective
security should also be addressed. The view was held that the paragraph could be
developed further in the light of discussions held on working paper L.38/Rev.3.
Questions were raised as to how the contents of paragraph 4 were linked to measures
to be taken under Chapter VII ~f the Charter. Some represent~tives noted that
paragraphs 5 to 8 dealt with issues not heretofore considered in any depth by the
Special Committee and that it might be useful to explore those issues at the
appropriate time. It was observed that they dealt with non-military aspects and a
balance was needed between these provisions and previous paragraphs. Also, it was
urged that paragraph 7 deal with the positive aspect of human rights. Doubts were
expressed by other representati~es, who felt that the issues raised in paragraphs 5
to 8 could be dealt with by the Special Committee only in a superficial and
unproductive manner. Also, the question was raised as to whether a clear link
could be established between the prevention of conflict and the general and
theoretical formulae used in some of those paragraphs.

115. The view was expressed that the provisions of the 1978 Declaration on the
.preparation of Societies f~r Life in Peace were relevant to the efforts of the
United Nations and Member States in their responsibilities for the maintenance of
international peace and security.

' __ J' __ , __ ..:I' _'"'_"'~"'''''''''''.Y'
.... ·.J':j .... """U.L. Ul""" ., .... _ .... _-_._"i

complement to sections 11 and Ill, since it provided institutional guarantees for
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the implementation of the principles and steps dealt with in those sections. The
view was expressen that, while emphasis was right1v placed in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3
on the role of the Security Council as the central element on which the entire
collective security hinqed, th~ paper did not belittle the functions and powers of
the General Assembly and recognized the important role of the Secretary-General in
assisting the Security Council in the discharge of its functions.

117. The relationship between part IV and the third revised working paper
(A/AC.182/L.38/Rev.3) were generally recognized and the h~.)e was expressed that
points of covergence between the two documents could be identified. The remark
was, however, made that the third revised working paper had a much more concrete
and practical orientation. Disagreement was furthermore expressed with the second
sentence of paragraph 2, the second sentence of paragraph 3 and the second sentence
of paragraph 5. It was also noted that part IV did not contain any mention of the
International Court of Justice. One delegation however maintained that document
A/AC.182/L.48 was in keeping with the mandate of the Special Committee and, because
of its nature and the subjects dealt with, had its own importance.

Notes

1/ For the membership list of the Committee at its 1987 session, see
A/AC.182/INF.12 and Add.l.

1/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-sixth Session,
Supplement No. 33 (A/36/33), para. 7.

1/ Ibid., Forty-first Session, Supplement No. 49 (A/4l/49).
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